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hand side of  the  moon and  it   is given a  “suitable”  initial  speed  in  the direction of  the






 1.1 Physical Model 
initial position. At this point in time its speed equals exactly the initial speed. This is why
the next circulation as well as all further circulations will be exactly on the same orbit. 











1.2 Determining the Constants
In a first step we will assemble all constants used in this physical system. Constants are all
physical quantities, whose values do not change during simulation. 
The entire coordinate system rotates counterclockwise with a fixed angular velocity   ω .
Inside   this  coordinate  system earth  and  moon  have  both  fixed  positions   r⃗ E   and   r⃗ M ,
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1.3 Determining State Variables
In a next step we will assemble all variables, that define the actual state of the physical
system. 
In our example, there are two state variables: the actual position of the satellite  r⃗ S  and its
actual velocity  v⃗ S . The following figure shows a snapshot during the flight of the satellite.
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r⃗ S(0) = (4,617343894⋅10
8
0 ) m
v⃗S (0) = ( 0−1074,98157)
m
s
fig. 5: Initial Values
1.5 Derivations for State Variables
To  unambiguously   define   the   behavior   of   the   physical   system,   we   have   to   define   the
derivations with respect to time for all state variables. 
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In our example, there are two state variables   r⃗ S  and  v⃗ S . The derivation of the satellite's
postion  r⃗ S  is its velocity  v⃗ S . The first derivative of  v⃗ S  is the acceleration of the satellite.
The satellites acceleration shall be referred to as  a⃗ S .
˙⃗r S = v⃗ S
˙⃗vS = a⃗S
The derivation of   r⃗ S   is  well  known,  because  it   is   also  a   state  variable.  We will  now




the satellite shall be referred to as  F⃗ E  and  F⃗ M , respectively. Let  F⃗ Z  be the centrifugal
force and   F⃗C  the Coriolis force acting on the satellite. The following relationships apply:
F⃗ E =




G mS mM ( r⃗M −r⃗S)
∣ r⃗M −r⃗S ∣
3
F⃗ Z = mS ω
2
r⃗
F⃗C = 2 mS ω ( vS , y−vS , x)
Explanation: In the equation with the Coriolis force   ( vS , y−vS , x)   is the normal vector to the
satellites velocity  v⃗ = (v S , xv S , y) . The Coriolis force acts in the direction of the normal vector.
Adding all the forces that apply to the satellite results in a total force. The total force shall
be referred to as  F⃗ S .
F⃗ S = F⃗ E+ F⃗ M + F⃗ Z+ F⃗ C
In a next step the acceleration of the satellite can be derived from the total force. The total




















= a⃗ E+ a⃗M + a⃗ Z+a⃗ C
The equations for the single accelerations:
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a⃗ E =




G mM (r⃗ M−r⃗ S)
∣ r⃗M −r⃗S ∣
3
a⃗ Z = ω
2
r⃗
a⃗C = 2 ω ( vS , y−vS , x)
The total acceleration of the satellite:
a⃗ S =




G mM ( r⃗M− r⃗S)




r⃗ + 2 ω ( vS , y−vS , x)
As you can see, the single accelerations as well as the total acceleration do not depend on
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1.6 Converting Vectors to Scalar Variables
So far, two dimensional vectors have been used for representing positions, velocities and
accelerations. In a first approach, the Java program code shall be implemented with scalar
variables  only,   i.e.  without  vectors.   In   fact,  Physolator  does   support  vectors.  However,
when working with vectors, one has to deal with object oriented concepts. Object oriented










r E , x = −4.67588761⋅10
6
m
m E = 5,974⋅10
24
kg










fig. 7: Constants, Scalar Equations
r S , x (0) = 4,617343894⋅10
8
m
r S , y (0 ) = 0 m
vS , x (0 ) = 0
m
s
vS , y (0) = −1074,98157
m
s
fig. 8: Initial Values, Scalar Equations
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r˙ S ,x = vS , x
r˙ S ,x = vS , x
v˙ S , x = a S , x
r˙ S , y = a S , y
fig. 9: Derivations, Scalar Equations
aE ,x =
G mE (r E ,x−r S , x )






a E ,y = −
G mE rS , y






aM , x =
G mM (rM , x−r S , x )






a E ,y = −
G mE rS , y






a Z , x = ω
2
r S , x a Z , y = ω
2
rS , y
aC , x = 2⋅ω⋅vS , y aC ,y = −2⋅ω⋅vS , x
a x = aE , x+a M , x+aZ , x+aC , x a S , y = a E , y+aM , y+a Z , y+aC , y
fig. 10: Accelerations, Scalar Equations


































States   variable   define   the   state   of   the   physical   system   in   an   unambiguous   way.   State
variables   do  change   their   values   during   the   simulation.  The   initial   values   of   the   state
variables at time zero have do be well-defined.
Formulae  are  used   to  compute  further  physical  values  from the  constants  and  the  state














 1.8 Installing the Physolator 





system.   This   section   describes,   how   to   install   Physolator   and   how   to   setup   your






















1.9 Implementing the Physical System as a Java Class
The following program code is a Java class that implements our physical system. As you
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import static java.lang.Math.*;
import de.physolator.usr.*;
public class MoonEarthSatellite extends PhysicalSystem {
public double G = 6.67384E-11;
public double omega = 2.6616994E-6;
public double rEx = -4675887.610598851;
public double rMx = 3.801027702506129E8;
public double mE = 5.974E24;
public double mM = 7.349E22;
@V(derivative = "vSx")
public double rSx = 4.617343894E8;
@V(derivative = "vSy")
public double rSy = 0;
@V(derivative = "aSx")
public double vSx = 0;
@V(derivative = "aSy")
public double vSy = -1074.98157;
public double aEx, aEy, aMx, aMy, aZx, aZy, aCx, aCy, aSx, aSy;
public void f(double t, double h) {
aEx = (G * mE * (rEx - rSx)) / pow(pow(rEx - rSx, 2) + pow(rSy, 2), 1.5);
aEy = -(G * mE * rSy) / pow(pow(rEx - rSx, 2) + pow(rSy, 2), 1.5);
aMx = (G * mM * (rMx - rSx)) / pow(pow(rMx - rSx, 2) + pow(rSy, 2), 1.5);
aMy = -(G * mM * rSy) / pow(pow(rMx - rSx, 2) + pow(rSy, 2), 1.5);
aZx = pow(omega, 2) * rSx;
aZy = pow(omega, 2) * rSy;
aCx = 2 * omega * vSy;
aCy = -2 * omega * vSx;
aSx = aEx + aMx + aZx + aCx;
aSy = aEy + aMy + aZy + aCy;
}
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physical variables. In the program code above, these annotations are located right before
every   state   variable   declaration.   Each   of   these   annotations   has   a   parameter   named
derivative. This annotation parameter defines the derivative variable, that is assigned to the
state variable. The annotation parameter derivative is of type String. Its value is the name of
the derivative variable. In our example, the annotations define, that  r S , x , r S , y , vS , x  and
vS , y   are   state  variables  and   that   vS , x ,  vS , y ,  a S , x  and a S , y ,   respectively,   are   their
derivatives.





Our  program code could already ready be  loaded   into   the Physolator.  However,  before
loading  and   starting   the   code,   we   will   add   two   useful   pieces   of  code   to   improve   the
functionality.   First,   we   want   to   define,   that   the   simulation   runs   in   fast   motion   mode.
Without   any   extra   code,   the   simulation   would   run   in   real   time   with   one   second   of
simulation   time   corresponding   to   one   second   in   real   world.   In   our   example,   it   takes
approximately 27 days for the satellite to circle around one time. One would have to wait




public void initSimulationParameters(SimulationParameters s) {
s.fastMotionFactor = 86400;
}
Besides  fastMotionFactor,   there   are   more   settings   for   controlling   the   execution   of   the











public void initRecorderPlotDescriptors(RecorderPlotDescriptors r) {
r.add("v_S_x,v_S_y", 3e6, -8000, 8000);
}
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After  starting class  MoonEarthSatellite,  its  main method  is executed. The main method













default,   the   step  width   is  50ms.   Every   50ms,  Physolator   computes   a  new  state   of   the
physical system and visually displays the new state on the screen.
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fig. 13: Physolator during Simulation





 1.11 Visualization 
import de.physolator.usr.tvg.TVG;
public class MoonEarthSatelliteTVG extends TVG {
private MoonEarthSatellite mes;
public MoonEarthSatelliteTVG(MoonEarthSatellite mes) {
this.mes = mes;
geometry.setUserArea(-5e8, 5e8, -3e8, 3e8);
geometry.setRim(30, 20, 20, 30);
scalesStyle.visible = true;
}
public void drawCelestialBody(double x, double y, String label) {
double d = 3 * geometry.scaleX;
drawCircle(x, y, d);
drawText(x + d, y + d, label);
}





















in  y-direction.  Furthermore,   the constructor  defines,   that   there  is  a   rim surrounding  the
painting area, with the width of the rim being 20 pixels at the top and at the bottom and 30















public void initGraphicsComponents(GraphicsComponents g, Structure s, Recorder r) {
g.addTVG(new MoonEarthSatelliteTVG(this));
}







 1.11 Visualization 
fig. 15
For   programming   our   graphics   component,   a   special   graphics   programming   interface
named TVG has been used. TVG stands for “technical vector graphics”. This programming
interface   was   specially   developed   for   the   Physolator.   It   provides   a   set   of   graphics
commands   technical   graphics   in   a   simple   way.  The   graphics   painted   by  TVG   can   be






















 1.12 What is next? 
1.12 What is next?
In this chapter we have learned how to implement a simple physical system using the Java















physical   components   in   different   physical   systems?   This   chapter   explains   how   object







three dimensional  drawings.   In  Physolator,  TVG components  are  used  for drawing  two
dimensional graphics. Chapters 7 is dedicated to two dimensional graphics.





the   user   can   modify   these   parameters   using   the   settings   button     and   adjust   the
appearance to user's needs. There are already different kinds of parameters in classes TVG
and  TVG3D.   Chapter   9   explains   how  you   can   add   extra   parameters   to   your   graphics
components, that are tailored to the specific needs of your application.
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